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Christian Latin Jazz studio live recording directed by pianist Anthony Rodriguez brings amazing new

sound to the latin jazz world.With instruments like violin ,sax,upright bass,and drums this pre-release cd

makes us want to dance. 5 MP3 Songs LATIN: Latin Jazz, JAZZ: Latin Jazz Details: It's with great honor

and pleasure to present this unique and brilliant project "Harvest onto the Lord". When I sat down to listen

I was amazed. After years of playing with groups and recording in different sessions and learning the

ropes of producing plus his music knowledge he finally decides to do his own project. The technique and

sound that this young pianist has, has left me entertained. For being his first Latin jazz recording this

project has a brilliant sound ,using violin ,sax ,bass , and drum set Anthony mixes rhythms such as blues

to swing ,samba ,Latin ,and funk. With that nice Latin flavor he turns the table around and arranges the

songs to be more open for improves. Taking the musicians to another level by putting them on the spot

without even rehearsing the songs Anthony challenges the musicians right in the studio. One goal in his

heart and that goal is to give God the best and I respect that. Anthony's playing is a style of Cuban when

it comes with Latin music. Offcourse in other styles Anthony always has his way of playing that defines

him and lets everyone know that the one playing is Anthony Rodriguez. The song "Loving only You" has a

intense piano solo. The syncopation in Anthony's playing is unexplainable not to mention the montunos

that is being played . I would call it more than Latin jazz I would call it soul Latin jazz because , when it

comes down to it Anthony plays from the soul to the keys. As Anthony says Musical Poetry to Heaven. A

respected man and pianist and a close friend to me I finalize the review by giving it two thumbs up.

Producer of the album Libre and Pianist of Marc Anthony- JUAN A. GONZALEZ Harvest onto the

Lord"Pre-Release" pianist and musical producer-Anthony Rodriguez baby bass-Diego Aquino electric
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bass-Danny Hernandez drums-Juan Mora sax-Hasan Mian violin-Anissa Mathew
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